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Mega Goal 1 -Test Unit 1     
     Name :……………………………………………………………           Class :  1 0… 

Match: -1  
to provide a place for  1. transforming  
changing completely   2. hub  
center  3. to host 
businesses   

 

 2 Choose the correct answer 
1. We do not know how global warming will affect our future.  
A cause to end B start again C cause a change in D keep 
2. It is important to establish laws to protect our environment.  
A set up B practice C finish D come across 
3. They will not launch the rocket until the weather is good.  
A prepare for takeoff B send into space C prepare for landing D take apart 
4. We should not take for granted that we will always have fresh water.  
A accept as part of life B grant as a wish C keep a secret D forget about 

 

3. Fill the blank: 

vision         gifted     Telstar         thriving 
 

1. King Abdul-Aziz was a___________________________ leader, 
2. The first communications satellite was called ___________________________ . 
3. All successful changes start with a___________________________ . 
 

 4- Choose the correct answer 
1. Nawal: What are you doing?       Sahar: I _____ my homework. 
A have finished B am finishing C finish D finishing 
2. On Mondays, I always _____ at the mall.  
A stops B stop C stopping D is stopping 
3. Samir goes to college in the U.S., but he _____ in Australia this year.  
A is studying B studying C study D studies 
4. Charles _____ his job last year.  
A lost B lose C was losing D has lost 

 
5- Correct the form of the verb in brackets. Use the simple past and past progressive: 

1. Hans ______________________   ( walk ) to college when he saw Samir. 

2. In the past, large factories often ________________________ ( cause ) pollution. 

3. The students were waiting for the bus when it _____________________ ( start ) to rain . 
 

6- Complete the sentences with the words in brackets. Use the simple present or the present progressive of the 
verbs. 

1. He ____________ with his uncle until he can find his own place. (live) 

2. The water ____________. Please turn it off. (boil). 

3. The scientists ____________ the cause of the problem. (not/understand) 
 


